
MRI Mobile/IsoScan

Executive Summary
MRI Mobile/IsoScan is a leading mobile diagnostic im-
aging service provider throughout Idaho, Washington, 
and Oregon. Since 2005, Armor Mobile Systems trailers 
have been a dependable workhorse in delivering these 
mobile imaging services.

MRI Mobile/IsoScan relationship with the Armor Mobile 
Systems team has contributed much to our growth 
and longevity. They have consistently provided quality 
products and insightful perspectives to our questions 
and concerns.

Challenges/Goals
Weather extremes in the mountainous terrain of the 
northwest territory wreak havoc on mobile medical 
trailers. Uptime performance of medical equipment  
is essential to deliver timely patient care for MRI  
Mobile/IsoScan’s hospital system customers.

“Our strategic partnership has been  
nothing short of remarkable.   
Armor Mobile Systems is a strategic 
partner, contributing to our success in 
the truest sense.”   
-Michael Cacchillo, Director of Business Development & 
Dennis Radford, President, MRI Mobile/IsoScan



MRI Mobile/IsoScan
Business Results
MRI Mobile/IsoScan run a fleet of mobile MRIs  
and PET/CT coaches. Armor Mobile Systems value 
added manufacturing components and skill of 
assembly really do result in reduced maintenance 
costs over the life of the equipment.

Product Benefits
The quality of Armor Mobile Systems shines 
throughout it all. A 14-year-old coach with over 
one million miles of use in the Pacific Northwest, 
(that is still in operation),  speaks volumes about 
the quality of construction that mere words fall 
short of reflecting.

On those occasions when MRI Mobile/IsoScan 
purchase preowned units, they always prefer 
Armor Mobile Systems housed systems knowing 
that they will have reduced maintenance costs 
on these trailers over the life of the units. From 
the side panel construction, the shielding, and 
ease of operation to the walls and ceilings Armor 
Mobile Systems pays attention to details like no 
other manufacturer.
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